
Weekly Newsletter for The Appliance Outlet
by Robert Ehrig

This week we are LOADED, and I mean, with appliances !!!

Thermador and Bosch dropped a big shipment on us.
and so did DCS this week.

There is No way to get it all in this newsletter, so I am taking some liberties this 
week when it comes to specific items.

I will do my best to tell you generally what we have, so you may have to ready 
more then normal.

Hurry in for best selection, these highly defamed items will not last.
If you need more pictures of anything, please email me back.

Thanks for accepting my newsletters,
Robert Ehrig 



Thermador Professional
48” Dual Fuel 6 Burner and Griddle Range

This thing is BRAND NEW.  Has the steam small oven and the warming plate
Our Low Price is Only    $ 9999.99



Thermador
42” Fridge

& 
36” Fridge

Both
Brand New Units



Thermador
30” range

all gas
4 burners

$ 2999.99



Bosch freestanding fridges with ice and water in the door
One for $ 1299.99  the rest for $ 1799.99



On the left side is a Bosch free standing fridge
that is 24” wide by 80” tall

$  1599.99

Below is a Thermador 30” cooktop with 5 burners
it has those star burners on it

$  1199.99



Bosch
30” Range
5 Burners

$ 799.99



Bosch Dishwashers all in stainless steel starting at an incredible   $ 399.99



Bosch
30” Slide In Range

5 Burners
Super Nice

 
$  1399.99



Besides all these items
we have several 

Induction and Electric
Cooktops 

in 30”  and 36”
starting at $ 799.99



Including this beauty.
This is the Thermador freedom Induction Cooktop in 36”

Model  CIT36XKB
  for only   $ 3199.99



Several Gas Cooktops
as well

Most of them are in 30”
I do have one black in 36”

But prices start at 
 

$  599.99



Hood and Hoods
Way too hard to show how 
many we have right now

But we got all sizes and 
shapes.

Did I mention how many we 
have???



Undercounter Items
Lots of panel ready stuff

fridges, freezers and beverage
Prices vary a lot.





Our BBQ selection is off the chain.

We have sooooooooooo much you just need to bring your plans and come shop.

we have drawers, outdoor pantry, fridges, ice makers, 
sink and side burner combos and grill heads.

If your thinking about doing the outside, now is the time to buy.

I look forward to seeing you soon,

Robert Ehrig


